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Feature updates
Stay updated on Quark Content Enablement product updates, fixes, feature
enhancements, and release announcements. You will find the latest release
notifications to help you make the most out of your Quark Content Enablement
solution on this page. Below are the release notes* for the current quarter.

Digital Publishing
Big Sur Compatibility
New
QuarkXPress is compatible with Big Sur
Mac OS Big Sur support customers will be able to use QuarkXPress on the latest
Mac OS. New Mac users (with the new OS pre-installed), technology enthusiasts
(who cannot wait to put their hands on the latest OS), and other users who have
auto-update set on their mac can now start using QuarkXPress.

Improved
Enhanced Scrolling and Panning on Mac OS
Move spread drawings on CA Layer on Mac OS to experience improved panning
and scrolling operation of the QXP layout on Mac OS. This feature is also required
for making QuarkXPress compatible with the new Mac OS.
This feature will be available in Page Layout, Graphics & Illustration, Photo Editing,
Web Publication, and Mobile App Publication.
High Speed Layout Rendering
Work faster and boost your productivity. Experience layout rendering at never before
speeds with new performance improvements to drawing and editing layout objects.
This feature will be available in Page Layout, Graphics & Illustration, Photo Editing,
Web Publication, and Mobile App Publication.

Page Layout
New
Mark Open Type Feature Support
Get precise control over glyph placement for sophisticated text layout and rendering
in each script and language system that a font supports.
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Complex glyph positioning becomes an issue in writing systems, such as
Vietnamese, Urdu, etc. (basically Middle East, Indic, South Asian) that use diacritical
and other marks to modify the sound or meaning of characters. These writing
systems require controlled placement of all marks in relation to one another for
legibility and linguistic accuracy. This feature will provide precise control over glyph
placement for sophisticated text layout and rendering in each script and language
system that a font supports.
Define Borders With ‘Text Shading Style’
Clearly define your shaded text with borders across page-breaks. Now you can
make sure your shaded text shows the bottom borderline for the first page and top
borderline for the next page if the paragraph breaks.

Defining a border with 'Text Shading Style' does not show the bottom borderline for
the first page and the top borderline for the next page if the paragraph breaks onto
the next page. This new feature can render these closing border lines in continuous
paragraphs breaking onto the following pages.
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Graphics and illustrations
New
Define Borders With ‘Text Shading Style’
Clearly define your shaded text with borders across page-breaks. Now you can
make sure your shaded text shows the bottom borderline for the first page and top
borderline for the next page if the paragraph breaks.

Defining a border with 'Text Shading Style' does not show the bottom borderline for
the first page and the top borderline for the next page if the paragraph breaks onto
the next page. This new feature can render these closing border lines in continuous
paragraphs breaking onto the following pages.

Web and Mobile publication
New
Seamlessly Copy/Paste Interactivity
Discover a smarter way to produce interactive content. Copy specific interactivity
from one box and apply it to any other box. Now you can enhance the user
experience and do it in lesser time.
This feature will be available in QuarkXPress for Business, Web Publishing, and
Mobile & App Publishing.
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Support for Semantic Headers
Generate SEO-friendly output by quickly applying semantic tags to headers. With
support for semantic headers, you can create content that is accessible and
integrable with other systems.
This feature will be available in Web Publishing, Mobile App Publishing.

Fixes
Resolved Issues - Feb 2021
QuarkXPress 2019 Known and Resolved Issues
Resolved Issues - Feb 2021
QuarkXPress 2020 Known and Resolved Issues
Resolved Issues - March 2021
QuarkXPress 2020 Known and Resolved Issues

Content Automation
Author
New
Ability to componentize a region
This feature allows Quark Author users to create regions as components. These
regions would be used across documents and will enable the user to re-use existing
region components. Users of the Author app can edit the regions inline and, for a
selected region, perform actions such as changing the region title, saving and
updating revisions, adding region-to-workflow, setting a due date, coloring, etc.
Ability to componentize a table
Using this feature, Quark Author users can choose to define a table as a component
across different document types. This feature also lets the users componentize the
table by selecting the “Create Table component” option and save it as a component
and “Search” based on the various table types. Additionally, the referenced table can
be edited inline in the document.
Edit referenced table inline
Using this feature, Quark Author users can make necessary changes in the table
without opening the table in a separate authoring window. This facility will allow
users to do their work faster.

Ability to specify the type of tables
This feature lets Quark Author users associate pre-configured types for tables in
canvas (e.g., smart table, rating table, financial table). This new capability will help
users set up an effective way of visual classification, publishing hints, and semantic
typing of tables in the document.
Automatically track changes by users editing the document
This feature enables Quark Author users to detect workflow status transitions of the
smart document. Once the smart document being edited transitions to a defined
status in the workflow, the system automatically starts tracking all the future edits.

Workspace
New
Edit properties of multiple assets at once
Users of the Workspace app can now multi-select assets and edit common
properties in a single view. This feature will help route multiple assets to a user with
ease.
Search for collections
The ability to search for collections has been introduced newly in the Workspace
app. All different condition groups such as “and,” “or” are now supported in the
context of collections.
Duplicate search
Users of the Workspace app can now create new searches by using existing defined
searches as a template.
Copy, move, and duplicate collection with hierarchy and assets
Users of the Workspace app can now copy a collection with/without asset(s). It is
executed as a background task, enabling the user to continue working and later
check its completion.
Collection view persistence
Users of the Workspace app can now select various column options and set this
view for all collections. All the subsequent navigations would honor the column
option and view mode settings.

Admin
New
Duplicate users and groups
As an administrator, you need the ability to duplicate users and groups. This
productivity enhancement would enable administrators to quickly set up the workflow
configuration and configure privileges for users and groups.

Quark XMLAuthor
New
Authoring DITA documents
This feature lets XML Author users create different kinds of DITA documents like
map, topic, concept, task, and reference. While authoring such documents, the user
can reference re-usable content from the server or create re-usable components
from the current document. Users can also see the live preview of the editing done in
the document.

Publishing DITA documents
This feature lets XML Author users create different kinds of PDFs using DITA OT
Tools. Using this feature, users can do conditional publishing also.

Content Management
New
Advanced search page for enhanced searchability
The system now allows the additional capability for doing advanced searches. These
searches can focus on phrases or their absence and are grouped with multiple
property-based filter conditions.
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Enhanced the search user experience for date properties
The Content Access Portal continues to enhance searching and filtering capabilities.
Search properties now additionally have filters for days, months, weeks, quarters,
and years. The system further shows custom date ranges for all these filters, which
provides a precise way for users to find the documents they wanted.

Added document management from the Content Access Portal
The Content Access Portal now offers document management by allowing
documents from specific content sync sources to be hidden or shown within the
access portal. Content administrators can tweak the lifecycle of documents. They
can choose to hide documents from within the Content Access Portal without
removing the documents from the content source. This facility can be handy when
working on changes for a document, and they don’t want to share it with prospects
until those changes are done.
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Improved Mobile App user experience by accessing collection in offline mode
The content access mobile apps now allow entire user collections to be made offline.
This enhanced flow now allows individual documents and complete user collections
to be made available for offline usage. The app honors this preference on the user
collection, and in case a user chooses to make a collection offline, the app syncs all
documents within the collection on the user’s mobile device. The app then ensures
that updates to the collection or documents within a collection are reflected.
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Improved
Enhanced the user experience to indicate new and updated content
The Content Access Portal user interface now indicates new and updated
documents with a visual indicator. Any document added or updated in the last seven
days will have this visual indicator. This indicator is available in all search and
browse user interfaces. This facility gives the user better findability of documents,
especially when looking at non-search views, like favorites, collections, and topics.
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Improved the previewing capabilities for Microsoft Excel documents
The Content Access Portal is now enhanced to render improved Microsoft Excel
previews. Some improvements are areas where the content did not fit in cells for
date and other such formatted columns and cells.
Content aggregation from Google team drive sync source now supports
limited user role permissions
The content aggregation flows from team drive sync sources now support limited
user role permissions, not requiring elevated permissions. This facility allows the
content aggregation to be more compliant with IT securities and policies.
Content aggregation infrastructure improvements
There are multiple content aggregation infrastructure improvements for reliability,
stability for all content sync sources.

Sales Enablement
New
Content score for sellers
The content access portal can now send out monthly content scores to sellers based
on all activity they performed last month. This email is directly sent to their inboxes,
with the summary and consolidated score.
Note: This feature is in Beta, and the content score methodology is under review.
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Improved Content Hub user experience when prospects view content shared
The new user interface is consistent with the modern user interface theme of the
application. It improves the prospects’ collection viewing experience, shows
additional metadata for the seller, the properties of the collection, and has a much
better Content Hub kiosk-like experience. This user experience is customization
friendly; any HTML markup can also be applied, leading to a pleasant and rich
viewing experience.

Improved
Improved the presenter user experience
The Content Access Portal now has an improved user for sellers when they are
viewing documents. Its modern, intuitive, has additional capabilities like page views,
document thumbnails, mobile support, and many more, while it retains older
functionality and capabilities like settings, live sharing.
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Marketing Enablement
New
Improved Content Hub user experience when leads view content shared
The new user interface is consistent with the modern user interface theme of the
application. It improves the prospects’ collection viewing experience, shows
additional metadata for the seller, the properties of the collection, and has a much
better Content Hub kiosk-like experience. This user experience is customization
friendly; any HTML markup can also be applied, leading to a pleasant and rich
viewing experience.
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Improved
Improved content personalization capabilities in the clipboard export
functionality
The content access portal now allows users to export documents created using the
clipboard functionality in Microsoft PowerPoint or PDF formats. This feature will
enable sellers to have content personalization and re-use capabilities from existing
documents based on their user permissions.

Improved the user interface for the screen where a prospect enters their email
address
The new user interface is consistent with the modern user interface theme of the
application. It also shows the user metadata, especially when collections are shared,
like the user and the number of files in the collection.
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Additional documentation
To explore all the features, click here
To explore third party integrations, click here
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